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A Parts 
of Speech 
Game
For 2-4 players

How to Win
Use collected words to build a complete sentence. The sentence may
be silly, but it must be grammatically correct and include the 
ingredients in your recipe. The first player to complete the recipe
and read the sentence aloud wins!

Alternate Play
Instead of placing the cards into piles, mix and scatter them around
the table or floor. Choose parts of speech from the large center pile.

Expand your collection of Learning Resources® products:

LER 0341 Go To Press™ Game 
LER 7025 Reading Roadway USA™

LER 2298 Parts of Speech Pocket Chart   

™



Contents
Game board
150 parts-of-speech cards 
4 recipe cards
Spinner
4 chef game pieces 

Practice parts of speech the cooking way! Choose a recipe and
become a chef! Make the perfect sentence by correctly identifying
parts of speech and collecting necessary ingredients as you move
through the kitchen.

Objective
Follow your recipe and be the first chef to make a correct, 
complete sentence.

*Note: No punctuation cards are included in game play.

Setup
1. Find the “free ingredient” cards and place them in a small pile

on the rolling pin in the center of the board.

2. Turn all parts of speech cards color-side up. 
*You can use a smaller portion of cards if you choose.

3. Sort the cards by color into eight separate piles along the sides
of the board. 

4. Turn the parts of speech cards color-side down for game play.
The cards should be scattered around the board in small piles so
the words are visible.

5. Choose a chef game piece and place it on start.

6. Choose a recipe card. Your sentence must include each part of
speech, in any order, to finish the game.

7. The oldest player goes first. Play continues to the right.

How to Play the Game
1. Twirl the spinner and move in any direction on the game board.

2. If you land on one of the eight parts of speech (noun, verb, 
pronoun, adjective, adverb, conjunction, preposition, article), 
select an appropriate word card from the piles.

• If you land on a part of speech that you don’t need for your
recipe, you must still take the card.

• Your sentence must start with a capital-letter card.

3. Check the back of the card to see if you correctly identified the
word’s part of speech. The back of the card will match the color
of the space on the board.

• If you are correct: Keep the card and start making a sentence.
Your turn is over. It is now the next player’s turn.

• If you are incorrect: Put the card back in its place. Stay on the
space until you find a correct card on your next turn. Your
turn is over. It is now the next player’s turn.

4. If no cards remain for a necessary part of speech, move one
space forward and find a new card.

5. For the following spinner sections, follow the directions.

• Free ingredient—Take a “free ingredient” card and use it for
any card needed in your recipe. If no free ingredients remain,
take any card from the piles.

• Take—Take a card from any other player.

• Choose—Choose any card from the piles. 

6. Read your complete sentence aloud at any point in the game.

• Make sure to substitute a word for the free-ingredient card. 

• If you use the wrong part of speech in your sentence, 
play continues until another player has a complete, 
correct sentence.

• Say the correct punctuation at the end of the sentence. For
example, if your cards read “My little sister sang and ate
pizza,” you would say “period” after pizza.

7. After you read the sentence, name each part of speech.

The Cards
Some pronoun, verb, and article cards have the capital and 
lowercase version of the word. Use either version at the beginning
or middle of a sentence.

To ensure a variety of options, 150 part-of-speech cards are included.
You may not need to use every card you have in front of you. Make
the sentence that most closely follows your recipe.


